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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following is Correct?

A. In evaluating the risk, the score is calculated by dividing
the raw score by the postestablished weight value.
B. In evaluating the opportunity, the score is calculated by
multiplying the raw score by the post- established weight
value.
C. In evaluating the risk, the score is calculated by adding
the raw score and the preestablished weight value.
D. In evaluating the risk, the score is calculated by
multiplying the raw score by the preestablished weight value.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
An engineer updates the SCOS version from 6.5.x to 6.6.x on an
SC4020 via ISO. The engineer uses the following credentials:
admin / admin. The engineer calls Dell Support for final health
checks and is informed that a newer SCOS 6.6.x version is
available. The engineer tries to perform another ISO update to
the newest SCOS 6.6.x version. The engineer is unable to log
back in to the BMC interface to start the ISO update.
What should the engineer do to update the newest SCOS version
via ISO?
A. use the login credentials root/ calvin in SCOS 6.6.x
B. request Dell Support to reset the expired admin password
C. update Java to version 8 to use the updated BMC interface
D. downgrade Java to version 7 from version 8
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
What are the European Union Directives on Money Laundering?
A. They are written by the Wolfsberg Group
B. They require members to implement certain laws of prevent
money laundering
C. They are voluntary codes of best practice for the financial
sector
D. They require financial institutions to report suspicious
activity to the Egmont Group in Brussels
Answer: B
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